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The minimum number of diagonal cables to make a o;le-story building infinitesimally rigid and the 
characterization of the minimum systems in two special cases were given in Part 1 and Part II. We now 
characterize the minimum systems in the general case. 
1. Introduction 
Consider a one-story building on a square grid, with the yjertical rods fixed to the 
earth via joints. It was shown by Bolker and Crapo [2] that if each of the four exter- 
nal vertical walls contains a diagonal rod, then the four corners of the roof become 
fixed (see Fig. 1). Hence questions related to the rigidity of such one-story buildings 
are reduced to those related to the rigidity of plane square grids with fixed corners. 
In this paper we thus shall deal with this latter type of framework. Ciearly fixing 
its four corners makes it rigid in a “mathematical” sense, but not yet “infinitesimally 
rigid”, because “physical” or “infinites;mal” motions are still possible unless Iur- 
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Fig. 1. 
ther (diagonal) rods are introduced. We shall give a mathematical definition of “in- 
finitesimal rigidity”, which covers the intuitive meaning of this notion; for further 
motivations and physical justifications we have to refer to the literature cited below. 
Questions concerning the rigidification of plane square grids with fixed corners 
by using diagonal rods were answered by Bolker and Crapo [2] and Crapo [S] (see 
also Bolker and Crapo [3] and Baglivo and Graver El]). 
Let A be the set of rows of squares and B be the set of columns of squares of 
a grid. Denote by w(a) the relative translation in its own direction of the two rows 
of grid edges bordering row a ~4 of squares, as shown in Fig. 2. In an analogous 
way let w(6) be the “shear” of column b E B. It is intuitively clear that fixing the 
four corners of the grid means CoEA w(a)=0 and CbeB w(6) =0 [2]. Inserting a 
diagonal rod in square (a, 6) of the grid obviously imposes the restriction w(a) = w(b) 
on the translations. 
If some diagonal rods are replaced by cub/es (which, unlike rods, are rigid only 
under tension but not under compression) or struts (which are rigid under compres- 
sion but not under tension), then one gets a so-called “tensegrity framework”, and 
bl 
I 
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Fig. 2. 
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clearly for a square containing a cable or a strut the restriction expressed by the 
equality W(Q) = w(b) must be relaxed to an inequality: inserting a cable leading from 
the left lower to the right upper corner (from the left upper to the right lower corner) 
of square (a, b) entails the restriction w(a)< w(b) (w(a) 1 w(b) respectively) (see 
Fig. 2). We need not consider struts in the sequel, because adiagonal cable connect- 
ing two corners of a square has the same effects as a strut connecting the two other 
corners. 
The minimum number of diagonal cables to rigidify a grid with IA I= k rows, 
II? I= 2 columns and with the corners fixed was proved to be 
0, if k=i=l, 
4, if k=Z=2, 
k+l- 1, otherwise 
(1) 
[4]. Recski [8] characterized the minimum infinitesimally rigid systems in the special 
case when all the cables are parallel. 
The above situation may be modeled by a bipartite digraph. We shall call a 
directed edge shortly an arc. Let G = (V, E) be a directed bipartite graph with at least 
one arc and with bipartition sets A U B = V. Let k = IA I, I= IBI . Call a weight func- 
tion w : V-, IR valid if it satisfies W(X) I w(u) for all arcs (x, u) of E. We call the 
graph G (inJ?nitesimally) rigid if the following implication holds for all valid weight 
functions on Cr: 
c w(x)= c w(x)=0 * w=o. 
XEA XEB 
2. The characterization of rigid graphs 
A two-component bipartite graph G with components 6 and b is called asym- 
metric if I Kclial l I+: I KnBI l k, i= 1,2. 
Theorem 1. If G is not connected then G is rigid if and only if G is an asymmetric 
two-component gruph with strongly connected components. 
Proof. G has at least two components. Let 4 be the vertex set of one of them and 
suppose at first that V- I$ is not strongly connected. Then there is a partition 
V- F= V,U k; (Vz, V,#S) such that (x,y)$E for all XE 6, YE fi. Define ki= 
1 I$fl A I, li = 1 I$ fl B( (i = 1,2,3). Clearly the system of equations 
has a nontrivial solution (wr, w,, w3) with w22 w3, since the intersection of two 
hyperplanes and a halfspace in lR3, all of them containing the origin, is of dimen- 
sion at least one. The weight function defined by W(X) = Wi if XE F is valid and 
satisfies CxcA w(x) = 0 and zxeB W(X) = 0 but w+O, thus G cannot be rigid. 
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Suppose now that G has exactly two components, each of them strongly con- 
nected. This implies that w restricted to E (i= 1,2) is a constant Wi for each valid 
weight function w. The system 
k,w,+k,w,=O, 
l,wl+l~w,=o 
has a nontrivial solution (wi, w2) if and only if k& = &1,, i.e., if and only if G is 
not asymmetric. Cl 
In order to characterize connected rigid graphs 1 3 begin with a few definitions. 
Let an AB-path be a directed path starting at some source XE A and ending at some 
sink y E B and let a path matching be a set of AB-paths with pairwise distinct sources 
and sinks; it is called perfect if its sources and sinks cover I/. By N(X) we denote 
the set of endpoints of all AB-paths starting in XC_ A. 
Hetyei [6] generalized the Ktinig-Hall Theorem about the existence of a perfect 
matching in a (nondirected) bipartite graph N; he gave a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the existence of perfect matchings containing a prescribed edge, namely: 
H is conncctcd and each edge of 11 is contained in a perfect matching if and only 
if the two bipartition sets have equal cardinalities and each proper subset X of one 
of the bipartition sets has strictly more than IX 1 neighbors. In the proof of Theorem 
2 we shall use the following generalization of Hetyei’s result to path matchings: 
Lemma. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) IAl = lB1 and IN(X)1 > IX 1 for all proper subsets X of A. 
(ii) G is connected and each AB-path is member of a perfect path matching. 
(iii) G is connected and each arc of E is contained in an AB-path belonging to a 
perfect path matching. 
Proof. (i) =, (ii) Construct a nondirected graph G’= (A U B, E’) with {x, y} E E’ if 
and only if there is an AB-path from x to y in G. G’ also satisfies condition (i) (where 
N(X) is the ordinary neighborhood relation). Hetyei’s theorem then states that G’ 
is connected and that each edge of E’ is contained in a perfect matching M. This 
proves (ii), because M corresponds to a perfect path matching in G. 
(ii) =$ (iii) Suppose there is an arc not contained in an AB-path. This arc must then 
be directed from B to A and it would force B to contain a source or A to contain 
a sink, but this is impossible by the existence of a perfect AB-path matching. 
(iii) * (i) Assume 1 N(X) 15 IX I f or some proper subset X of A. The existence of 
a perfect path matching implies that IA ) = I B I and IN( = IX I. G is connected, 
hence N(X) U X is joined by an arc e to the rest of the graph. e cannot be direc' yd 
from N(X) U X to the complement, because this contradicts the definition of N(X). 
Let ,o be directed from V- (N(X) UX) to N(X) UX. By (ii), e is contained in an 
AB-path (starting at some a E A) which itself is contained in a perfect path matching. 
But then the IX I + 1 vertices of XU {a} would be matched to the IX I vertices of 
N(X), a contradiction. 0 
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Theorem 2. Let G be connected. Then G is rigid if and only if 
IN(X)1 l k> IX 1 l I 
for all proper subsets X of A 
IN(Y)l4>lYl*k 
for all proper subsets Y of B, 
Proof. (a) Necessity: Suppose there are proper subsets XC A and YC B such that 
IN( l kr IX 1 l I and ]N(Y))4sIYl=k. (2) 
Let V(Z) be the vertices of all directed paths starting in 2~ V. Our goal is to 
define a nontrivial weight function w : V-+ Q, 
c-y, 
i 
if zfzz V(X) - V(Y), 
w(z) = 
c- wz, if 2~ V(Y)- V(X), 
c 
9 if ZE v(x)n V(Y), 
c- w4, if zfz V-(V(X)U V(Y)), 
such that 
OSW,SW~ and OSW~SW~. (3) 
These inequalities assure that w is valid: by the definitions af V(X) and V(Y) there 
cannot be an arc (tp, U) neither from V(X) to V- V(X) nor from V(Y) to V- V(Y); 
it is easy to see that the arcs of these types are exactly those violating the inequality 
w(u) I w(v). 
Some more notations: Let 
kl= IWW- V(Y))nA(, 
k2= I(W)- Vo)nAI, 
ks= Iv(x)n V(Y)nAI, 
I~ = I(v(x)- vm)nBi, 
z2= i(V(Y)- V(X))nBJ, 
r,= 1 v(x)n v(Y)nBl, 
di =det (i = 1,2,3). 
From (2) and the (in)equalities IX i 5 kl + k3, IN( = II + l3, I Y 1 I 12 + 13, JN( Y)l = 
k2 + kJ we conclude 
(4) 
w must satisfy CxEA w(x) = cXEB w(x) =0, i.e., 
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(5) 
Eliminating c from these equations leads to 
wrdr + w2d2 - w4(d, +d2+d3)=0. (6) 
Suppose first that dl + dz + d3 - 0. The inequalities (4) are then equivalent to 
dl ~0s dz and it is easy to see that (6) has a solution obeying (3) which results in 
a nontrivial w. The latter is clear if V(X) U V(Y) # V, because we can chose as w4 
an arbitrary large number. If V(X) U V(Y) = V, then observe that V(X) # V and 
V(Y) f V by (2) and the fact that X and Y are proper subsets. Furtermore V/cannot 
be the disjoint union of V(X) and V(Y), because G is connected. Thus all the cases 
that might force w to be constantly zero arc excluded. 
Suppose now d, + d2 + d3 > 0. dl _ < -d3 implies (by (4)) that d2 > 0. Let w1 = 0 and 
w2 = 1. Then by (6) and (4), w4 = 1v2 l d2/(dl + d2 + d3) 1 w2 and hence (3) is satisfied. 
The value of c may then be calculated from (5). 
Finally, the case dl + d2 + d3 < 0 leads in a similar way to dl CO, w1 = 1, w2 = 0 
and w4r 1. Thus in all cases we have fou Ad a nontrivial valid w proving the non- 
rigidity of G. 
(b) Sufficiency: Assum e without loss of generality IN(X)1 n k> IX 1 l I for all 
proper subsets X of A and let w be a valid weight function satisfying 
c w(x) = c w(x) =o. 
XEA XEB 
We extend our graph G to a larger graph Go=(AoU B,, EO) as follows. Let us 
consider I copies A’=# ,..., ‘$1 (i=l,..., I) of A={al ,..., ak} and k copies 
Bj = {ti, . . . . !I/} (j=l,..., k) of B={b, ,..., br}. The unions AO=AIUJJA’and 
B0 = B’ U l -- U Bk of these sets define the bipartition of the vertex set of Go and 
(sip, b:) respectively (b;, a:) is an arc of Go if and only if (aj, bj) respectively (bj, aj) 
is an arc of G. GQ has the following nice property: 
Claim. I N(X) I . k> IX I - 1 holds in G for all proper subsets X of A if and only if 
I N(Xo) I > IX01 holds in Go for all proper subsets X0 of AO. 
Both subsets A, and B0 have cardinality I* k. For any subset X0 of A0 we define 
the inverse image Z(XO) c A by requiring ai E Z(XO) if and only if a: E X0 for some 
p. Clearly, IZ(X,)I 1 IXOl/Z for any X0. 
Suppose now that I N(X)1 l k> IX I l I for all proper subsets X of A and consider 
an arbitrary subset X0 of AO. Observe that I N(X,)I = k. lN(Z(X,))I by the defini- 
tion of Go. On the other hand, I N(Z(XO)) I > (f/k) l IZ(X,)l by the assumption. Hence 
To prove the converse implication, observe that 
k- IN( = IN&,l> I&l= 1x1 l I, 
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if X is a proper subset of A and X0 is the set of all a: (1 rp~ I) such that ai E A’. 
This completes the proof of the claim. 
Now extend w to Go in the obvious way (w(aip) = w(ai), w(b;) = w(bj)). We have 
to show that WE 0. As G is connected this can be done by proving W(X) = w(y) for 
every arc (x, yj. Fix an arc (xg, yO). 
By the preceding claim and by (i) * (iii) of the lemma Go has a perfect path 
matching M= {P,: Y= 1,2, . . . . k l I} with path P, starting at ai, and ending at bjl, 
such that one of these A&paths, say Pnl, contains (xO,yO). 
Each path of M implies an inequality w(air)C w(bjr); each quantity w(ai) arises 
I times and each w(bj) arises k times in this set of inequalities. Hence the equality 
O=l* i w(ai)rke f: w(bj)=O 
i=l j=l 
can hold only if each of the above inequalities w(air)S W(bjr) are in fa( equalities. 
In particular w(aiJ I w(x~) s W( ~0) s IV(bi,,) = w(aiJ and hence w(.x~) = W( ~0). This 
completes the proof. 0 
3. Hsw to find a rigid orientation of a tree 
Recski [8] proved that the only possible minimal infinitesimally rigid graphs are 
the spanning trees or, in the case 1 k - /I= 1, the circuits with 2 l min(k, I) arcs. This 
result as well as formula (1) (proved in [4]) are straightforward corollaries of 
Theorems 1 and 2. In Theorem 3 we shall characterize the rigid trees. 
Let F= (A U &E(F)) be a spanning tree of KkS, (k = (A 1, I= Ii? I). Call an edge 
e E E(F) critical, if F- {e} is symmetric, i.e., if k,l, = k21,, where V, 9 V2 are the 
vertex sets of the components of F- {e} and ki = f I$ n A I, Ii = 1 l$ n BI (i= 1,2). 
Theorem 3. F has rigid orientation if and only if F has no critical edge. The rigid 
orientation, if it exists, is essentia!!y (up to inversion of the whole orientation) 
unique. 
Fig. 3. 
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Proof. If F has a critical edge e, then any orientation of F leads to nonrigid systems 
(if e is oriented from F to I$ then assign weights -ki respectively ki to each vertex 
of I$ respectively I$). 
Assume now that no edge is critical, and define an orientation for each edge e as 
follows: e has tail in I$ and head in I$ if and only if kib > kili, or equivalently 
kil> kIi. 
Claim. If V= V, U 6 is a partition of V in two nonempty sets in such a way, that 
each arc between & and & is directed from V, to V, , then kg I& n B( > 1 V, f7 A( 9 1. 
Let U be a component of the subgraph of F induced by V; . Let el, . . . , en be the 
arcs of F with head in U and tail in V2 and denote by w the component of F- {ei} 
containing the tail of ei . By definition of the orientation of ei we have 1 M$ n A 1 l I> 
k. 1 H$ n B 1 for all i, 1 I is n. After summing up these inequalities and using the 
factthat V-Uisthedisjointunionof Wr,...,W,, wegetk*IUnBI>)T/nA)o1. 
The claim follows by summing up these latter inequalities over all components U 
of v,. 
Suppose there were a proper subset XC A which satisfies IN(X)1 l k IX I l I and 
which has maximal cardinality with respect o this property. 
There cannot exist an arc having tail in X U N(X) and head in the complement. 
Any arc from X to B-N(X) would contradict he definition of N(X). Suppose there 
were an arc (u, U) from N(X) to A -X; then again any arc (u, w) with w E B -N(X) 
would contradict he definition of N(X), whereas the absence of such an arc would 
allow us to enlarge X by U, thus contradicting the maximality of X (P< N(X) = 
MX u {#). 
But now the above claim (with V, = XU N(X)) tells us that k - IN(X)1 > [X 1 l I, a 
contradiction too. Hence, by Theorem 2, F with the constructed orientation is rigid, 
and clearly this orientation has the required uniqueness property. 0 
Fig. 4. 
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4. Examples and remarks 
(a) There is a polynomial time algorithm to check the hypotheses of Theorem 2. 
For example, to test the first of these two conditions the lemma implies that it 
suffices to see whether each of the at most 2kl different arcs (u, U) of the extended 
graph Go is contained in a perfect M-path matching. At first find an A&-path 
from x0 to yo containing (u, ~1). (Either (u, u) itself or a path (x0, U, O, yO) consisting 
of three arcs will do or else the algorithm terminates, because no perfect path match- 
ing can exist.) Construct a network N= (VU (s, t},EU Es W Et, c) with Es = {(sJ): 
XEAO-{x0}}, Et= {(y,t): yc&- {yo}} and capacities c(e)= +a if eeE, c(e)= 1 
if em Es or e E Et. Now it is easy to see that N has an st-flow of value lAoI - 1 if and 
only if there is a perfect path matching M in GO, which uses arc (u, v). As there are 
plenty of efficient algorithms to find a maximum flow in ZV, we can accompIish our 
task in polynomial time. 
(b) The proof of Theorem 3 exhibits a linear time algorithm to construct a rigid 
orientation -if one exists -of the given undirected tree. 
(c) A condition similar to that of Theorem 2 is used in Peled and Simeone [7] to 
characterize quitable bipartite graphs. Hence their Theorem 9 and our Theorem 3 
are essentially equivalent. 
(d) In order to illustrate Theorem 3, consider the two frameworks of Figs. 3 and 
4. The first one is rigid, the second one is not. The (undirected) graph which cor- 
responds to the framework of Fig. 3 is a tree; a rigid orientation was found with 
the algorithm exhibited in Theorem 3. Part (a) of the proof of Theorem 2 served 
to construct the deformation (shown in Fig. 5) of the framework of Fig. 4. 
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